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Why implement a Cloverbud Investigators Program? 

In 2015, the United States ranked 27th worldwide in high school science test scores. The need for early 
exposure to hands on experimentation and exploration is a must, to improve student’s excitement and 
knowledge when it comes to science education. The purpose of Cloverbud Investigators is to provide 
monthly opportunities for elementary age children, to explore science based activities with a seasonal 
twist.  This curriculum pulls together twelve lesson plans designed to deliver monthly STEM based 
science experiments for youth ages 5 to 8. Activities tie into the major holidays or seasons for each 
month of the year.  The lessons are designed to introduce children to basic scientific methods, 
terminology and scientific equipment.   

This local program in Gallia County, Ohio was funded by a grant from the Ohio 4-H Foundation and has 
been implemented as part of the Gallia County 4-H Youth Development Program.  We are currently 
gathering data on the success of this program. During the course of the program, we have seen an 
interest in our Cloverbud program grow as we graduated a record number of Cloverbuds in 2016.  
Feedback from parents and participants has been extremely positive and we have seen an increase in 
the number of 4-H members taking STEM based projects. These lessons engage Cloverbud participants, 
caregivers, and Teen Leaders, who serve as session helpers, in the learning process.  Our Teen Leaders 
have benefited through the mentoring of the younger Cloverbuds and have increased their leadership 
and teaching skills.  We have seen great improvement in the confidence levels of our Teen Leaders.   
 
These STEM lessons were designed for the everyday 4-H advisor or afterschool helper to feel confident 
in tackling a lesson in science. These lessons are meant to provide hands on, learning by doing, fun 
exploration into science.  Each lesson contains an informational background about the science topic, 
step by step instructions for the experiment, and follow up questions to conclude the lesson.  We are 
proud to present this Cloverbud curriculum to 4-H advisors, teachers, day care staff, and other 4-H 
professionals. Plans are underway to expand this curriculum with another twelve lessons focusing on 
STEM based career exploration experiments. 
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January 9th  

Make It Snow 

     Wear your favorite 

snow shoes 

April 2nd 

Everything Rainbow 

      Wear your Favorite 

Rain Boots 

February 13th 

Be My Valentine 

Scribble bot  

         Bring a glue stick 

June 2nd 

Bleaching out the 

Color                       

Need a solid                

color  t-shirt, we will     

making bleach designs 

May 7th 

Balloon Greenhouse   

Bring in a             

canned food item 

September 3rd 

Leak Proof Bag  

 

Bring a zip  

lock baggie 

March 5th 

St. Patty’s Growing 

Animals   

Wear a club or  

clover shirt 

August 13th 

Non-Newtonian  

Flubber  

      Wear old clothes or        

bring a change of clothes  

December 10th 

Christmas Lights & 

Electricity  

           Bring a canned 

food item & wear your 

Holiday Sweater 

October 1st  

Erupting Jack-O-

Lantern 

Bring a zip lock             

baggie & wear old clothes  

July 2nd 

Geyser Soda Car 

          Bring a pack of 

Mentos Candies or a 2 liter 

of diet soda. Wear old 

clothes 

November 19th 

Fall Leaf Color 

Change 

Bring a leaf                

from a tree or bush 
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CFAES provides research and related educational programs to 
clientele on a nondiscriminatory basis. For more information: 

go.osu.edu/cfaesdiversity. 

Last Updated by T. Riehm, 1/2016 

New for 2016, Cloverbuds will have a chance to come and learn at 
monthly fun filled science labs! Members will be able to explore sci-

ence based activities with a seasonal twist.  Labs would start at 10am. 
Call or email Tiffany to reserve your spot at 740-446-7007 or 

riehm.11@osu.edu.  

gallia.osu.edu 
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Cloverbud Investigators: STEM for Every Season 
 
 
 
Background:  
Snow, all children love to play in the snow! The only down side to snow is the freezing cold 
temperature and how soaking wet we get after playing in it. So why is snow so brutally cold? 
The temperature and the weather conditions need to be just right for it to snow. Snow occurs 
when the temperature in the clouds is so cold that water vapors in the air freeze. The freezing 
cause the water vapor to become a tiny ice crystal, which makes snow feel cold to the touch. 

A snow storm is made up of millions of individual snowflakes and it is said no two snowflakes 
are alike. So what makes the individual snowflakes look so different from each other?  To 
understand that, we need to look at how a snowflake forms. Snowflakes begin as a tiny dust or 
pollen particle that has come into contact with a water vapor high in Earth's atmosphere. The 
water vapor covers the particle, causing it to freeze into an ice crystal. Once this happens the ice 
crystal is heavier than the surrounding air and it begins falling toward the ground. As it falls, the 
crystal passes through more humid air, allowing more water vapor to attach to the crystal’s 
surface. Due to the chemical makeup of the water molecules, the vapors arrange themselves in a 
hexagonal structure, which gives all snowflakes their six sided design.  

But wait, didn’t we say all snowflakes were different? What makes studying snowflakes fun is 
that while all snowflakes have six sides, the way their water vapors arrange themselves can lead 
to millions of beautiful geometric shapes! The final shape of a snowflake depends on the amount 
of water vapors it attracts, the air temperature, and the humidity of the atmosphere through which 
the original ice crystal falls. Since no two snowflakes fall through the exact same path at the 
same time, they develop differently.   

Let’s look at some snowflakes, some have long needle-like 
sides, some have wide shorter sides, some look rounded 
while others look more star shaped. One snowflake alone 
could contain thousands of water vapors, and one snow 
storm can contain countless snowflake designs.     

    

 

 

 
Pictures of snowflake shapes from GeoScience 

News and Information 
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In our investigation, we will explore alternatives that we can make which look and feel like 
snow. In this experiment, we will be using a popular snow substitute called Insta-Snow. It is a 
super-absorbent polymer powder (sodium polyacrylate) that when combined with water turns 
into a fluffy white fake snow like substance. Insta-Snow was discovered by scientist working 
with other polymers to improve the absorption ability in disposable diapers. While the sodium 
polyacrylate was too fluffy for use in diapers, it’s perfect for fake snow! Since its invention, the 
Insta-snow has been used in the movies to create a snow look without all the cold and wet that 
goes along with real snow!    

So how does Insta-Snow work? As a polymer, Insta-Snow soaks up water using a process of 
osmosis. Osmosis is the process of water molecules passing through a barrier from one side to 
the other. When the water comes in contact with the polymer, it moves from the outside of the 
polymer to the inside and this causes the substance to swell. A polymer is simply a chain of 
molecules (“poly” means “many” and “mer” is a unit).  Just like the ice crystal which attaches to 
the water vapors and builds into a snowflake, our fake snow, being a polymer, attracts water 
molecules and in turn swells. While our fake snow is not cold like real snow, it does develop a 
cool sensation once the water starts to evaporate.  If you let your fake snow sit long enough, the 
water will evaporate, leaving you with a dry powder, which you can add more water to. And yes, 
you can make snow again!     

January’s Mystery: Can we make it snow inside?  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Science Behind Make It Snow:  
Insta-Snow product is a superabsorbent polymer called “sodium polyacrylate.” It is similar to the 
polymers found in baby diapers. The difference is that the Insta-Snow polymer swells into a 
fluffy white substance while the polymers found in diapers become more jelly like. The Insta-
Snow uses a process of osmosis (water molecules pass through a barrier from one side to the 
other) to draw the water into the polymer at a quick rate of speed. When water comes in contact 
with the polymer, it moves from outside the polymer to the inside and causes it to swell. The 
polymer chains have an elastic quality, but they can stretch only so far, so they will reach a 
saturation point. At the point of saturation the product will look less like fluffy snow and more 
like slushy ice. Note: This experiment works best if you experiment with the amounts of powder 

Supplies: 
 Instant Snow Polymer  
 Plastic cup 
 Measuring cups 
 Measuring spoon (teaspoon) 
 Water 
 Paper Towels 

Safety:* Do Not Put In Your Mouth,     
Keep Away from Younger Children. 
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and water to determine the exact affect you want to achieve for your end product. Too much 
water can result in more of a jelly look than the fluffy flake look.  Add on: Make up a batch of 
snow ahead of time and put it in the freezer for 8 hours. This will give your fake snow the cold 
feel of real snow.  You can also “melt” your fake snow by adding a little salt to the fluffy 
mixture and watch as the water is pulled out of the polymers. This can also be related to using 
salt to melt real ice!  

What to Do: 
Step 1: Measure out 1 teaspoon using the provided scoop that comes with the product (about 5 
grams) of Insta-Snow powder into the empty mixing cup. 

Step 2: Measure 8 ounces of room temperature water. 

Step 3: Quickly pour all of the water into the cup with the Insta-Snow powder. 

Step 4: Watch as the fluffy fakes of snow erupt. 

Step 5: Play with the snow! 

Note: If you let the snow sit out, the water will begin to evaporate leaving the mixture feeling 
cool to the touch! The “snow” will also turn back into the dry powder if you leave it out long 
enough. You may also try “melting” your snow by adding table salt to the snow and watch as the 
salt pulls the water back out of the polymers!  

Go Over Findings: 

How are snowflakes formed? 

Why are snowflakes cold? 

Is it true that all snowflakes are unique in shape? 

What is a polymer? 

Sources:  

Easy Science For Kids-How Snow is Made, http://easyscienceforkids.com/how-is-snow-made/ 

Merriam-Webster: Word Central, Student Dictionary, Polymer. 
http://www.wordcentral.com/cgi-bin/student?book=Student&va=polymer 

GeoScience News and Information Geology.com, https://geology.com/articles/snowflakes 
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Additional Links:  

HooplaKidz TV - How Does Snow Form?:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y-8ua_ZlGrI 
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Cloverbud Investigators: STEM for Every Season 

 

Background: Have you ever wondered how Valentine’s Day got its name and why we celebrate 
it the way that we do? One of a few legends is that Saint Valentine was a priest who served 
during third century Rome. During that time, the Emperor of Rome, Claudius II decided that 
single men made better soldiers than those that were married.  Emperor Claudius II outlawed 
marriage for all young men serving in his army. Saint Valentine thought this wasn't fair and 
started to marry young couples secretly. When Emperor Claudius II found out that Valentine was 
secretly marrying couples, he had him imprisoned. Some stories say that Saint Valentine was 
given gifts, such as flowers and letters, from the couples he married, when they visited him in the 
prison. In another slightly different version, Valentine fell in love with his jailor's daughter. 
Before he was put to death he sent the first “valentine” to his love, when he wrote her a letter and 
signed it “Your Valentine”. These words are still used on cards today.  

We may never know the true identity and story behind the man named Saint Valentine, but this 
much is for sure...February has been the month to celebrate love since the middle ages. In fact, 
Valentine's Day ranks second only to Christmas, in the number of greeting cards sent. That’s a 
lot of cards! There has to be an easier way to get all those cards colored or signed and sent off! 
This leads us to today’s challenge, designing a scribble bot. Our scribble bots are going to have a 
little moving motor, a battery, markers, and a cup to put it all together. The scribble bot is going 
to use the little motor and battery to vibrate, causing it to move across your page, helping you 
color. We are going to use the Engineering Design Process to help build a robot.  

First we need a little knowledge about how batteries work. Here is a short video to 
help you understand how a battery works.  Overview from the video: a battery has a 
negative (-) and a positive (+) end.  Inside the battery are three things that make it 
work, the anode (negative charge), the cathode (positive charge), and the electrolyte. 
Also in the battery are elements like zinc, graphite, and ammonium chloride. These elements 
work together by causing a chemical reaction inside the battery. The anode (-) starts to have 
extra electrons, which makes an imbalance in the battery. The electrons want to move or 
rearrange to place the extra electrons in the cathode (+) but they can’t just travel through the 
battery itself, they need help! To travel the electrons will need a conductor to flow through. To 
achieve this, we will need to make a circuit. A circuit is a closed path where electric current can 
flow. You can have an open circuit or a closed circuit depending on if you want to turn 
something on or off. The battery, wires, and something to turn on (our motor) is what is needed 
to complete the circuit and also to make the electrons in the battery happy/balanced again. Now 
when the wires from our motor are connected to both ends of our battery we made a closed 
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circuit. As the electrons travel from the anode through the wires/conductor, they will pass energy 
to the motor making it move. The electrons continue to travel to the cathode, restoring balance to 
the battery.  

Now that you know how a battery works, you need to build a closed circuit to make your 
scribble bot color.  

February’s Mystery: Wouldn’t it be nice if you could design a robot to sign or color your 
Valentine’s Day cards for you?  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Science Behind the Scribble Bot:  

Take the material provided and build a robot to help you color your Valentine, using the 
Engineering Design Process: 

1. Find the problem. 
2. Create ideas. Brainstorm possible solutions. 
3. Evaluate and compare possible solutions. Decide which solution to try. 
4. Build a prototype. A prototype is a first attempt at a design. 
5. Test the prototype. Experiment or try out your Robot to see if your prototype works. 
6. Tell your story. Share what you learn with others, what worked, what didn’t, how to change it. 
7. Redesign & Retest. How you can use what you've learned to improve or change your design. 
 
What to Do: 
Step 1: Turn your cup upside down and duct tape 3 or 4 markers on to the outside of the cup. Try 
to tape all the markers on the cup at same length so your bot is not lopsided. 
Step 2: Duct tape the 10 mm pager vibrating motor on top of the cup. Be sure the moving part of 
the motor can still move freely. If the motor is new, be sure to strip the insulation off the red and 
black wires. 
Step 3: Using a small piece of duct tape, fold it over to make it double-sided. Place the duct tape 
on top of the cup. Place the red wire end on the tape and push the watch battery, positive side up, 
on the tape. 
Step 4: Turn on your scribble bot by pressing the black wire on to the battery using a small piece 
of duct tape. 

              Supplies: 
 8.5 oz. Styrofoam or plastic cup 

 Markers (3 or 4 per cup) 
 10 mm pager vibrating motor 

 A 1.5-3.0 volt button cell battery 
 Duct tape (try a variety of colors) 

 Valentine’s coloring sheet or large sheet of 
paper 

 Table clothes or table protectors 
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Step 5: Take off the tops on your markers and put your scribble bot down on the Valentine’s 
Day Coloring Sheet or large sheets of paper. 

Go Over Findings: 

How did the battery and the pager motor work together? Can you have one without the other? 

How did your scribble bot work? How can you make it better?  

What else could we use this for? 

Investigate, Create, & Take:  Investigators can take with them: 

 Decorated Card from the Scribble Bot 
 Decorated Robot Cup 

Sources:  

Marshall Brain, William Harris & Robert Lamb "How Electricity Works" 28 May 2004. 
HowStuffWorks.com. <http://science.howstuffworks.com/electricity.htm> 20 January 2016 
 
Kiddy House, “All About Valentine's Day for Kids and Teachers”, Valentine's Day Facts and Resources, 
,<http://kiddyhouse.com/Valentines/> January 20,2016 

The Engineering Design Process, http://www.sciencebuddies.org/engineering-design-
process/engineering-design-process-steps.shtml#keyinfo January 20,2016 

Mocomi & Anibrain Digital Technologies Pvt. Ltd. “How Do Batteries Work?” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KkRwuM4S8BQ 

Additional Links: Kiddy House, “Animated history of Valentine's Day” Video, 
http://kiddyhouse.com/Valentines/ 

 

Developed and Reviewed By:  
Tiffany Sanders Riehm, Gallia County 4-H Program Assistant, Ohio State University Extension 4-H Youth 
Development, riehm.11@osu.edu 
 
Reviewed by: Tracy Winters, Gallia County 4-H Extension Educator, Extension County Director, Ohio State 
University Extension 4-H Youth Development and Michelle Stumbo, Meigs County 4-H Extension Educator, 
Extension County Director, Ohio State University 4-H Youth Development 
 
Adapted from Jeanie Rowbotham, 4-H Science, Johnson County 4-H Agent, Arkansas Extension 
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Cloverbud Investigators: STEM for Every Season 
 
 
 
Background:  
All living things have basic needs: shelter, water, light, food or energy, and air. Besides animals, 
what else is an example of a living thing? (Plants!) Today we are going to learn more about 
plants. 
 
Have you ever wondered why we need plants? What do they give us? How do they grow? Plants 
are living things and need special care just like animals and humans. Plants need: shelter, light, 
water and food to survive.  They need shelter or a suitable environment to grow properly. For 
example, if you take an indoor plant (houseplant) outside in the winter it will die because it’s too 
cold, the houseplant needs the shelter of the indoors to live. Plants also need light from the sun to 
it grow without light they can’t make their food. Plants use a process called photosynthesis to 
make their own food. Water is also needed to keep the plant alive. When the plant has sunlight, 
water and a gas called carbon dioxide (which is found in the air), it can make food, and this 
process is called photosynthesis.  

So how does photosynthesis work? It all starts with the roots of the plant in the moist soil. The 
roots take water from the soil and travels up the stem to the leaves. The leaves of the plant absorb 
carbon dioxide from the air. Then the water and carbon dioxide mix within the plant with the 
help of energy from the sunlight. This mixture turns into sugar called glucose, which is the food 
for plants. This glucose is what gives the plant the energy to grow.  

Now that we know how plants grow, we can learn why we humans need them and what they 
give us. Plants need animals, just like animals need plants. Animals breathe out carbon dioxide 
and breathe in oxygen. Plants need the carbon dioxide we breathe out to grow and in return the 
plants release oxygen into the air that we need to breathe.   

In this activity we are going to use the things that we learned about plants to care for our very 
own puppy plant while we celebrate St. Patrick’s Day!  
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March’s Mystery: What do living things need to grow?  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Science Behind St. Patty’s Growing Pup: Although this puppy is just made of paper, when we 
are all done he will grow, hair that is!  His hair is really going to be rye grass seed. Using the 
science we have learned about plants, how can we help your puppy grow its hair?  Remember 
what plants needs to survive? (shelter, sunlight, water, and air, so they can make food using 
photosynthesis). You as little investigators, will need to put all the pieces together to grow your 
puppy’s hair. The rye grass will need to find a safe place to live where it can receive lots of 
sunlight. Also, don’t forget to water your puppy when the soil becomes a little dry. If taken care 
of correctly, it won’t be long and you will be able to give your puppy a “haircut.”  
 
What to Do: 
Step 1: Color your paper puppy, then cut your puppy out and set it off to the side. 

Step 2: Fill your cup up with dirt to the top line. 

Step 3: With help, sprinkle rye grass seed on top. 

Step 4: Tape your puppy onto the cup (Optional-laminate pup before taping on cup.) 

Step 5: Using a small measuring cup, water rye grass. 

Step 6: Take home your St. Patrick’s Day puppy and place it in a sunny spot, like a window 

sill.  

Go Over Findings:  

What do living things need to grow? (Answers are: food, water, sunlight, shelter). 

How do plants eat? (Photosynthesis, making their own food) 

What do plants give us? Do plants give us anything in return? (They give us oxygen, shade, food, 
medicines, and much more.)  

 

Supplies: 
♣ Soil 
♣ Clear Plastic Cup 
♣ Rye Grass Seeds 
♣ Water 
♣ Paper Towels 
♣ Crayons or Markers 
♣ Puppy Coloring Sheet 
♣ Tape 
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Investigate, Create, & Take:  Investigators can take with them: 

 Pup in a cup 
 

Sources:  

Easy Science for Kids, “Photosynthesis: How Plants Make Food and Energy”, 
http://easyscienceforkids.com/all-about-photosynthesis/ 

Additional Links:  

Coloring Pages & Worksheets, Animal Jr., Dog Color Sheet: http://www.animaljr.com/st-
patricks-day-printables-lucky-animal-coloring-pages/st-patricks-coloring-3/ 

Make Me Genius, “Needs of Living Things Animation Kindergarten Preschoolers Kids”, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7oYTNFNvqO0 
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Cloverbud Investigators: STEM for Every Season 

Background: 
A rainbow is a wonderful light show seen in the sky. That’s right, a light show, but how does it 
work? Rainbows are somewhat rare; you can only see one when there is rain in front of you and 
sun behind you.  The rain or water molecules need to be at a distance and the sun needs to be 
fairly low on the horizon. 
 
In nature, rainbows are produced by light passing through tiny drops of water. When the light 
passes through a clear material like water, it changes direction due to a process called refraction. 
This is how the rainbow is formed, but how do you get all the colors? The sunlight is seen as a 
white light but it contains all the colors of the color spectrum.  The angle of the light shining 
through the water determines which color you see. Isaac Newton was the first person to discover 
that sunlight contains a spectrum of different colors.   
 
The colors we can see in the rainbow are called the visible light spectrum.  The colors that make 
up the visible light spectrum have different wavelengths, with the color red having the longest 
wavelength and the color violet the shortest.  The seven main colors that make up the visible 
spectrum are: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet. However, the visible spectrum 
actually contains many colors in between these colors and we can begin to see this in the 
rainbow.  When we look at a rainbow not all the color bands are equal in size and some of the 
bands blend together.  This is due to the wavelengths of those colors.    
 
Let’s look at the shape of a rainbow. Why do you think the rainbow is curved like an arch? The 
shape of the rainbow and the pattern of the colors are determined by the length of the light wave. 
Every rainbow you ever see will have the same color pattern and the same shape. The top most 
outer band of the rainbow will always be red because the red light has the longest wavelength.  
The next color will be orange, then yellow, then green, then blue, then indigo and finely violet.  
Violet has the shortest light wavelength so it will always be the center bottom color of the 
rainbow. The different lengths in the color bands bend the rainbow into the arch we see and 
recognize as a rainbow.   
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In this investigation, we are going to learn about refraction and reproduce a rainbow using water, 
a mirror and flashlights. 

April’s Mystery:  Can I make a rainbow show up on the wall? 

             
       
 
              
                       
                     
 

 
What to Do: 

Step 1: Fill the glass about ¾ full of water. 
Step 2: Slowly put the mirror in the glass.  Be sure to set the mirror in at an angle on 
the bottom of the glass. The face of the mirror should tilt slightly upwards. 
Step 3: Make your room dark.  
Step 4: Shine the flashlight on the mirror. 
Step 5: Find the rainbow around the room. 

Science Behind the Rainbow: 
Refraction is the process in which pure white light shines through a clear object, like water, and 
that clear object reflects some of the color waves which allows us to see the colors hidden within 
the light. The colors we see will be dependent on the angle at which we are looking.  To make a 
rainbow appear, all we need is a bright light, and a substance like water molecules to create the 
refraction process. 
 
Go Over Findings: 
How did the colors you see get on the wall? 
How many colors of the rainbow did you find?  
What were the colors? 
Were all the colors the same thickness?  Why or why not? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

              Supplies: 
Large, Clear drinking glass 

Small mirror (Make sure it fits in the cup) 
Small water pitcher 

Water 
Flashlight 

Paper towels 
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Investigate, Create, & Take:  Investigators can take with them: 
 Rainbow Noodle Art 

 
 
Sources: 
National Science Teachers Association, Light and Color Science Object, 
http://learningcenter.nsta.org/lcms/default.aspx?a=groupedit&gid=1304&tid=424&soid=80 
 
 
Additional Links: 
Liberty Treehouse, “The Science of Rainbows”, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rGV4XzPYc2Y 
 
HooplaKidz Tv, “What is a Rainbow?”, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZsq3DjTlKY 
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Cloverbud Investigators: STEM for Every Season 

 
Background:  
In the spring and summer we can grow many fruits and vegetables for food in our gardens. At 
that time of year the ground is just the right temperature for plants to grow because the Earth is 
tilted so that we have more sunshine hitting the ground for an extended amount of time, making 
the soil warm. In the fall and winter we have shorter days and long nights so the ground is too 
cold for most plants to grow. So how do we get fruits and vegetables in the winter time? Some 
producers or farmers use a greenhouse to grow plants inside during the colder months.   
What is a greenhouse? To put it simply, it is a house for plants. Many greenhouses are made of 
large panes of glass or plastic. Greenhouses have walls, a roof, and doors just like a house, and 
some even have windows to help regulate the temperature. The greenhouse helps protect the 
living plants inside from the damaging effects of the cold outside. Inside the greenhouse, you can 
hang potted plants, put plants on a shelf, or plant them in a raised bed. Sometimes they even have 
their own watering system set up to give them water and nutrients as needed.   

How does the greenhouse help plants to grow? The clear walls of the greenhouse allow the 
sunlight to shine in through the glass or plastic but trap the energy from the sun as heat, so the 
greenhouse stays warm in the winter.  The greenhouse acts like a protective layer that gathers the 
warmth during the daylight hours and holds it in at night. The clear walls and roof allow the 
plants to start or maintain their growing process. Remember in our previous lesson we learned 
the basic needs of plants, and the process that plants use to make food is called photosynthesis. 

Other than growing food in the winter months, why would someone want to grow plants in a 
greenhouse? A greenhouse creates an environment that can be controlled, so this can help us 
grow different kinds of plants and flowers that may not normally live here. Another advantage to 
having a greenhouse is that you can start your garden seeds anytime you want during the year. 
Some farmers and producers like to start their plants in the greenhouse so they can avoid late 
frosts or the harsh temperatures of spring weather and still get a jump on the growing season. 
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In today’s activity, you are going to make your very own little greenhouse from a balloon. The 
balloon will do all the things a greenhouse can do. 

May’s Mystery: How does a greenhouse work to grow and protect plants?  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Science Behind Balloon Greenhouse: A greenhouse shelters the plants inside by blocking out 
some of the more damaging aspects of the environment like severe winds, heavy rains, or 
extreme temperature variations. It also traps the warm air inside and keeps the air around the 
plants moist and humid, making it the best environment for the plants to excel.  
 
What to Do: 
Step 1: With some help, wrap the neck of the balloon around the funnel. 
Step 2: Measure out about a ¼ cup of soil and pour into the balloon using the funnel. 
Step 3: Measure 1/8 or less cup of water and add it using the funnel. 
Step 4: Drop 5 Sugar Snap Pea seeds through the funnel into the balloon. 
Step 5: Remove the funnel from the balloon.  
Step 6: Hold it gently by the neck and blow air into the balloon.  
Step 7: With help, tie a knot in the neck to keep air in the balloon. 
Step 8: Measure out 3 feet of ribbon, then tie the ribbon around the knot. 
Step 9: Hang the balloon in the window or set on a cup, then sit back and watch the peas 
grow. The seeds may take up to 7 days to sprout.  
Step 10: Once the peas are about 3 inches tall, place on a plate or piece of paper and 
carefully cut the top of the balloon, open it up and plant your pea plants as directed on the 
seed packet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Supplies: 
♠ Clear Balloon (If not available 

white balloons will work) 
♠ Funnel (Large) 
♠ Soil (Fine) 
♠ Sugar Snap Pea Seeds 
♠ String or Cup 
♠ Water 
♠ Paper Towels 
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Go Over Findings: 

What is a greenhouse? 

When can we use it and how does it work? 

Could we use other things to make a greenhouse?  

Investigate, Create, & Take:  Investigators can take with them: 

 Greenhouse balloon 

Sources:  

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, “What is the Greenhouse Effect?” 
http://climatekids.nasa.gov/greenhouse-effect/ 

Additional Links or Resources:  

Video: Greenhouse Effect for Kids, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_sJzVe9P_8 
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Cloverbud Investigators: STEM for Every Season 

Background:  
Bleach has always been a go to product when it comes to cleaning, but how does it work? What 
is bleach? Bleach is a chemical compound resulting from natural sources used to whiten, 
deodorize, and sterilize fabrics. The active ingredient in chlorine bleach is sodium hypochlorite 
(NaOCl), which comes from salt (NaCl).   
 
How does bleach work?  It’s always fun and games until you spill something on your favorite 
white shirt! Now there is this horrible stain and all you want to do is get it out. A stain is 
basically a chemical compound on the fabric. Into the wash goes your favorite shirt, detergent, 
and a small amount of bleach. Bleach whitens clothes by a process called oxidation. When water 
is added to bleach, it starts to break down rather fast into oxidized salt and biodegradables.  This 
allows the stain to also break apart into smaller pieces and lift off the fabric with the help of the 
washing machine’s agitator and detergent to speed the up process. Deodorizing and sterilizing 
works in the same manner, by breaking down germs and odors while exposing them to oxygen.  

Bleach also works on colored fabrics as well, but this results in the colors changing if color safe 
bleach is not used. Many people use chlorine bleach to wash their white clothes to make them 
odor free and bright. Since a dye color is like a large stain on the fabric the bleach also wants to 
lift out the color.  Bleach favors the dye since strong colored organic compounds are often joined 
with double carbon bonds. Bleach interacts with the organic compounds by adding oxygen to 
remove the bonds by breaking them up. Then, if you add water to the mix the color can then be 
totally removed or can become lighter depending on how much bleach is used.  

How we see colors is also important in the understanding of how bleach works or makes the 
color disappear.  To see colors we need light, whether it be from the sun or man-made. Light 
travels in waves. Wavelengths are all different lengths and not all can be seen by our human eye.  
The length of the wave determines the color and how our eyes see it.  The color that we see from 
the shirt is seen because of how the light reflects off of it. The chlorine bleach is able to oxidize 
the bonds that make the color and takes away its ability to absorb any light. When the color can 
no longer absorb light, the color appears to be white. 

In this investigation, we are going to make a design on our shirts. Instead of adding colors for our 
design we are going to break down the chemical bonds and remove the color where we want 
with bleach. 
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June’s Mystery: How can we change the colors of fabrics?  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Science Behind Bleaching out the Color:  
Chlorine itself is a gas at room temperature. Ordinary table salt (sodium chloride, NaCl) is half 
chlorine; a simple electrochemical reaction with salt water produces chlorine gas. That same 
reaction produces sodium hydroxide (NaOH), and by mixing chlorine gas with sodium 
hydroxide you create sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl). When you buy a gallon of bleach at the 
grocery store, what you are buying is the chemical sodium hypochlorite mixed with water. 
Oxidizing bleach works by breaking the chemical bonds of a chromophore (part of a molecule 
that has color). This changes the molecule so that it either has no color or reflects color outside 
the visible spectrum. 
 

What to Do: 
Step 1: Wash and dry the shirt then slip a piece of waxed paper inside it to prevent 
bleeding to the opposite side of the shirt. 

Step 2: Sketch your design on the shirt with chalk. Because the bleach 
can spread, keep the design simple, and draw with lines and dots, as 
shown, rather than try to fill in large areas.  

Step 3: Shake the bleach pen and give it a few test squeezes on a paper towel to make sure 
it's flowing well. Trace over your chalk lines with the bleach pen. Leave the bleach on the 
shirt until the fabric has clearly changed color. This can take anywhere from 10 minutes to 
2 hours, depending on the shirt. 

Step 4: Rinse the shirt with water to stop the bleach from running. 

Step 5: Wash the shirt by itself in the washing machine, and then dry it. 

 

Supplies: 
 Solid-color Dark T-Shirt  
 Waxed paper 
 Chalk 
 Bleach pen (sodium hypochlorite 

(NaOCl). 
 Paper towel 

Safety:*Bleach is a chemical and caution 
should be used, wear old clothes, rubber 
gloves, and have a well ventilated area.  
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Go Over Findings: 

What is bleach? 

Why does the bleach remove the color? 

Do you need a lot of bleach? Which color shirt did the bleach change the color the fastest? 

Investigate, Create, & Take:  Investigators can take with them: 

 Their Bleach Designed Shirt 

Sources:  

Melissa Sandoval "How Bleach Works" 24 November 2009. HowStuffWorks.com. 
<http://home.howstuffworks.com/bleach.htm> 22 January 2016 

Dr. Laundry “What is Bleach?” January 23, 2012. www.clorox.com.  
https://www.clorox.com/dr-laundry/bleach/#IpDHQuZFALmeu7C2.99  

How products are made “Bleach” http://www.madehow.com/Volume-2/Bleach.html 

 

Additional Links:  

 
“Power of Bleach”, Sick Science! #180, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=seOe1ythYbQ 
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Cloverbud Investigators: STEM for Every Season 

Background:  

Gully Gosh, what’s a geyser? A geyser is similar to a vent or hole in the Earth’s surface that 
intermittently discharges columns of water and steam in to the air.  A geyser is truly a rare site; 
they require precise hydrogeological conditions for them to form. They are normally found near 
an active volcanic area which makes them quite rare.  Different size geysers can be found in 
different parts of the world, some of them can shoot out thousands of liters of boiling hot water, 
hundreds of feet up into the air. There are only about 1,000 geysers around the world and 300-
500 of them can be found in Yellowstone National Park.  The most famous geyser in 
Yellowstone is called “Old Faithful.” Yellowstone is the home of the largest geyser field in the 
world and includes half of the world’s active geysers in nine geyser basins. The world’s tallest 
geyser is also found in Yellowstone. It’s called “Steamboat” Geyser.  

So what do geysers need to form? The perfect condition for a geyser to form includes a 
combination of water, heat and cracks in the earth’s surface.  The cracks make up an 
underground plumbing system for the geyser.  The geyser starts to form when surface water 
seeps through the ground and comes in contact with the heated rocks in the earth’s core. You 
must have Magma found in volcanic areas in order for the rocks to be heated at a shallow depth.  
The surface water collects just under the soil surface in what we call a subsurface reservoir.  As 
the water in this reservoir begins to heat up from the rocks, pressure starts to build.  As the water 
begins to boil, the pressure builds until the hot boiling water is forced up through the cracks of 
the ground, creating a geyser. With the pressure and boiling water released, the remaining water 
falls below its boiling point and the eruption of steam and water stops, until the whole process 
starts with the heating up of the water again.  

Geyser Cars- Hot boiling water and a race car just doesn’t sound like a great combination to me. 
So how are we going to make a geyser car?  We could use diet soda and Mentos to recreate the 
effect, let’s try it.   
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Science Behind Geyser Soda Car:  
We will use the physical reaction of the Mentos with diet soda to build up pressure in our soda 
bottle just like the boiling water does in the subsurface reservoirs of the geyser. We will then 
release it to simulate a real geyser. The process we are using is called rapid nucleation. The 
bottled soda contains elevated levels of carbon dioxide gas, CO2 (this is what gives soda its fizz,) 
which is bottled under pressure.  When the bottle is opened the pressure is released, allowing the 
gas to come out of suspension and causes the soda to become supersaturated with carbon dioxide 
gas. This excess carbon dioxide precipitates from solution, forming gas bubbles. It is the release 
of these gas bubbles that enable us to have an eruption of soda out of the bottle.  This is normally 
a relatively slow process; most bottles of soda do not erupt when you open them.  But what 
happens when you shake up a bottle of soda then open it?  You get an explosion of soda from the 
top of the bottle right? The shaking gives energy to the reaction causing it to occur faster and 
become more volatile. Like shaking, the addition of Mentos speeds up the reaction, causing the 
rapid nucleation and our geyser’s eruption!  

There are two reasons why Mentos work so well. First there are over 40 microscopic layers of 
sugar and thousands of petite pits on the shell of each candy, and second it has considerable 
weight for its small size. Those tiny pits located on the surface of the candy are called nucleation 
sites and they’re perfect places for carbon dioxide bubbles to form. The moment the MENTOS 
hit the soda, bubbles form all over the exterior of the candy. Combine all those pits with the fact 
that Mentos are heavy and will sink to the bottom of the bottle. When all this gas is released and 
expands, it pushed the liquid up and out of the bottle in an incredible soda blast. 
 

Question: So how can we use the energy from the eruption to power our geyser car? Let’s get to 
work designing our cars using the list of supplies on page three of this lesson.   

Experiment: Let’s test different types of soda, measuring the distance the geyser cars travel. 
Will diet sodas create a more powerful eruption? What about caffeine free? Are there any 
differences between cola and citrus sodas?  

Types of Soda we want to test Distance the Geyser car traveled 
Example Traditional Coke Traveled X number of Feet 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Warning: Do this experiment outside! It gets messy! 
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July’s Mystery: Can we make a soda car move using only Mentos?  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Note fruity Mentos do not work for this experiment 
 
What to Do: 
Step 1: Decorate your plain 2 liter bottle of soda; this will be the body of your car.  

Step 2: Tape the wheels to the middle of the bottle making sure to balance your car so it moves 
smoothly.  

Step 3: Once outside, remove lid from bottle and use duct tape to secure Launching Tube (PVC 
pipe) to the 2 liter bottle.  Place the trigger pin in the drilled holes of the tube and load 6 Mentos 
into the pipe.  

Step 4: Place an extra piece of duct tape on half of the opening at the end of the lunching tube. 
This will help launch the car so that too much soda is not lost all at one time.  

Step 5: Be sure they are wearing safety glasses.  Hold the car at an angle and simply pull the 
string to launch car. The Mentos will fall into the bottle, and then quickly lay the car 
on all four wheels. Pop will spray everywhere!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplies: 
 2 liter bottle of soda  
 Wheels (See how below) 
 Duct tape 
 Mentos  
 Launching Tube (See how below) 

*Safety -Wear Goggles- soda will go 
everywhere. 

 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 4 

Step 5 
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Go Over Findings: 

What is a geyser?  

Where can you find geysers in the United 
States? 

How did we replicate a geyser eruption?   

Did using different flavors of soda make a 
difference?  

Which soda went the farthest distance?  

Which soda went the shortest distance?

 
How to build your own Launching Tube 

You will need: 
¾ inch PVC pipe cut to the length of 8 inches  

 ¾ inch PVC Coupling 
PVC Glue 

Trigger Pin (A Nail with String)  
 

Step 1: Glue together the PVC pipe 
and coupling. 
Step 2: Drill a hole through both 
sides of PVC pipe about a ½ inch 
above the coupling. 
Step 3: Be sure your Trigger Pin 
slides in and out of the drilled hole 
smoothly. For the Trigger Pin, we 
used a Nail tied to a string. Be sure 
the pin is strong enough to hold the 
Mentos from dropping into the soda 
early. 

 
How to build your own wheel set platform  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Step 1: Cut and sand board.  
Step 2: Drill holes for wheels 
and insert zip ties. 
Step 3: Attach  
Wheels to board  
with zip ties.  

Step 2 
Step 3 

Finished 
Product   

You will need: 
Small Set of 4 caster wheels 

A 6 inch long by 4 inch wide board (any board that 
can hold the weight of the 2 liter bottle will work) 

Zip ties 
Drill 
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Investigate, Create, & Take:  Investigators can take with them: 

 An Empty Decorated Rocket Car Bottle 
 Test tube of sprite and skittles-to see the reaction on a small scale 

Sources:  

Geysers for Kids by Science for Kids Free Science Network for Kids: 
http://www.scienceforkidsclub.com/geysers.html 

Steve Spangler Science, Mentos Diet Coke Geyser: 
https://www.stevespanglerscience.com/lab/experiments/original-mentos-diet-coke-geyser/ 

Eepybird.com, The Science of Coke and Mentos: http://www.eepybird.com/featured-video/coke-
and-mentos-featured-video/science-of-coke-mentos/ 

Additional Links:  

How Geysers Erupt: https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=159&v=_gyhvqbIaOE 

Yellowstone National Park: How Geysers Work: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ep0pxe1gz9Q 

How to build a Geyser Tube, Soda Geyser Tube: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=Y_8FfiWzCNU  
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Cloverbud Investigators: STEM for Every Season 

Background:  
Non-Newtonian…What? We know that there are three states of matter: liquid, solid and gas but 
did you know that there are substances that can be both a liquid and a solid at the same time?  
 
Famous scientist Sir Isaac Newton described how liquids or fluids normally behave. He observed 
that they have a constant viscosity or flow. This means that their flow behavior or viscosity only 
changes with fluctuations in temperature or pressure. Take water for example, water freezes and 
turns into ice at 32˚F and turns into a gas at 212˚F, with the effects of boiling. Between these 
temperatures, water performs like a “normal liquid” with a constant viscosity. It’s the nature of 
liquids to take the form of the dish they are poured into; we call these “normal liquids” or 
Newtonian fluids. However, some fluids don’t follow the rules, we call these “strange liquids” or 
Non-Newtonian fluids. 

In this experiment we will attempt to answer the age old question, is it a solid or a liquid? This 
answer may not be obvious with Non-Newtonian fluids because it could depend on stress or 
force that the fluid is under at the time of testing. Non-Newtonian fluids can change their 
viscosity or flow behavior when under stress. If you apply a force to the fluid, like shaking it, the 
sudden stress will cause them to act like a solid, or in some cases it may result in the opposite 
behavior and make them more liquefied. If you remove the stress, they will return to their earlier 
state.  

Have you ever heard the saying, “you’re as slow as molasses”? Have you had trouble getting 
honey to pour out of its container? Molasses and honey have a high viscosity, so they flow at a 
slow rate. What if we applied a higher temperature to these substances? Remembering that 
temperature plays a role in the viscosity of a liquid, what do you think would happen if we 
placed the molasses or honey in the microwave for 30 seconds? Would it flow faster or slower? 
Let’s look at another pair of liquids, water and rubbing alcohol for example; these liquids are 
considered to have a low viscosity. The low viscosity means that water and rubbing alcohol will 
pour out of its container quite fast. What would happen if we increased the temperature of these 
two liquids? Would they pour faster, slower or remain the same? Why? 

In this investigation, we are going to examine a mixture of corn starch, food coloring, and water 
that we will call “flubber.” We will test the stress limits of our “flubber” by determining what is 
needed for it to become a solid and what will keep it in liquid form.  In what ways could we 
apply stress to test it?  Let’s make a list of possible stressors that could change its viscosity.  
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Warning: the cornstarch will not stay mixed with the water forever.  Over time, the grains of 
corn starch will detached from the water and form a solid cluster at the bottom of the container, 
so you must not pour this mixture down the drain, it could clog your pipes or plug up the drain.  
 
Proper disposal: Pour the mixture into a zipper-lock baggie and dispose of it in the trash bin. 

 
August’s Mystery: “Flubber” is it liquid or solid?   

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Science Behind Non-Newtonian Flubber: 
In this experiment we will make a Non-Newtonian Fluid we will call “flubber,” to study the 
science behind the viscosity of liquids.  Viscosity is a fluid’s measurable thickness or resistance 
to flow. Honey, ketchup, and molasses are examples of liquids that have a high resistance to flow 
or a high viscosity level. Sir Isaac Newton stated that the viscosity of a fluid can be changed only 
by altering the fluid's temperature, for example motor oil or honey flows more easily when it 
warms up and becomes thicker when it gets cold. A Non-Newtonian fluid reacts the same with 
temperature increases or decreases, but its viscosity can also be changed by applying pressure or 
stress. In our experiment you will see that if you squeeze a handful of “Flubber” its viscosity will 
increase and it will act like a solid until pressure is released. When you release pressure, the 
“flubber” returns to its liquid form. 
            
Flow for Each Room 

Temperature 
Refrigerated  Warmed Up Best Results? 

Honey     
Syrup     
Ketchup     
Depending on age, the chart can be collected in Seconds or Fast & Slow. 
 
What to Do: 
Step 1: Measure 1 cup of cornstarch and pour into plastic container. 

Step 2: Add 1/2 cup water to the cornstarch. 

Supplies: 
• Box of Cornstarch 
• Plastic Container with lid 
• Water 
• Spoon 
• Food Coloring 
• Paper towels 
• Sandwich baggie 
• Table covering 
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Step 3: Pick a color and add 2 drops of food coloring to the mixture. 

Step 4: Mix the water, corn starch and coloring with a spoon. Add more water or 
cornstarch as needed. The mixture should be “liquid like” but not too watery or have 
clumps remaining. 

Step 5: Test the Flubber… What makes it act like a liquid? What makes it act like a solid?  

Step 6: Place Flubber in a baggie to take home or to throw away see disposal method on 
previous page.  

Go Over Findings: 

Give examples of a liquid, a solid and a gas. 

Ask “Can you have a solid and a liquid at the same time?” “Is there a name for this?” 

Ask “What is the resistance of flow called?” Answer: Viscosity. 

Ask “Who is the scientist who studied the viscosity of liquids?” 

Investigate, Create, & Take:  Investigators can take with them: 

 The Flubber 

Sources:  

Science Learning Hub by The University of Waikato, Non-Newtonian fluids: 
http://sciencelearn.org.nz/Science-Stories/Strange-Liquids/Non-Newtonian-fluids 

Steve Spangler, Non-Newtonian Cornstarch Recipe: 
http://www.stevespanglerscience.com/lab/experiments/non-newtonian-fluid/ 

Additional Links:  

Cornstarch Walk on Water - Cool Science Experiment by Sick Science and Steve Spangler: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GkY2nT-3Glo 

 
Developed and Reviewed By:  
 
Tiffany Sanders Riehm, Gallia County 4-H Program Assistant, Ohio State University Extension 4-H Youth 
Development, riehm.11@osu.edu 
 
Reviewed by: Tracy Winters, Gallia County 4-H Extension Educator, Extension County Director, Ohio State 
University Extension 4-H Youth Development and Michelle Stumbo, Meigs County 4-H Extension Educator, 
Extension County Director, Ohio State University 4-H Youth Development 
 
Adapted from Jeanie Rowbotham, 4-H Science, Johnson County 4-H Agent, Arkansas Extension 
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Cloverbud Investigators: STEM for Every Season 

Background:  

Take a gander around, odds are that there is a variety of the things you can see are made of 
plastics. There are hard plastics and soft plastics, clear ones and colorful ones, and plastics that 
look like other types of substances such as wood, metal, or leather.   

The word plastic comes from the Greek word plasticós means "to mold." All plastics are soft and 
moldable during their fabrication - that's why they're called plastics. You can form practically 
any object out of plastics from bristles on toothbrushes to bulletproof vests. 

Now that we know how plastics got its name, let’s talk about what they are made from. Plastics 
are made with synthetic or man-made materials derived from organic (carbon-containing) 
compounds. The materials commonly come from oil (petroleum) or natural gas, but they can also 
come from other organic materials such as wood fibers, corn, or even banana peels!  

Plastics are made up of small molecules is known as a monomer. Monomer means “one”.  
Monomers are capable of joining with other monomers to form very long molecule chains. These 
long chains are called polymers.  Polymers means many. This long chain of polymers occurs 
during a chemical reaction called polymerization. Polymers continue to prove as an 
indispensable part of life. 

How do we use plastic in our everyday lives? We use plastic baggies almost daily to store foods, 
snacks, office supplies, and much more. It even holds liquids. Do you ever wonder what that 
small thin plastic bag is made of and why it is so strong?  

In the Leak-Proof Bag Experiment, you will show the investigators how you can stick a bunch of 
pencils right through a baggie of water without gushing water all of the floor. The secret isn't 
magic; it's just the behavior of polymers. 

In spite of what it looks like, the baggie isn't covered in a magic sealant that blocks water from 
leaking out. When your investigators puncture these baggies with a sharpened pencil, they are 
basically separating polymer chains without breaking them. The long chains of molecules then 
squeeze around the surface of the pencil, stopping any sort of leak.  
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September’s Mystery: Will our plastic baggie be leak proof with pencils stuck through it?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Science Behind Leak Proof Bag: 
The plastic bag is made out of long chains of molecules called polymers. This gives the bag its 
flexible properties. The sharpened pencils slide between the molecule strands without splitting 
the entire baggie. Believe it or not, the long chains of molecules seal back around the pencil to 
prevent leaks. Now that is the "Spear-It" of science! 
 
What to Do: 
Step 1: Start by sharpening the pencils (if they aren’t sharp already.) 

Step 2: Fill the bag ½ to ¾ full with water and then seal the bag closed. 

Step 3: Hold the pencil in one hand and the top of the bag in the other hand.  

Step 4: Push the pencil slowly but firmly through one side of the bag and half way out the 
other side. 

Step 5: Jab the remaining pencils through the bag. 

Step 6: To Dispose: Hold the bag over the sink and remove the pencils. Throw away the 
bag and dry off the pencils. 

 

 

 

Supplies: 
• 5 Sharpened pencils with round 
edges 
• Zipper-lock sandwich plastic bag 
• Zipper-lock quart plastic bag 
• Zipper-lock gallon plastic bag 
• Water 
• Pitcher 
• A few paper towels 
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Go Over Findings: 

What is a polymer?  

Why didn’t the bag leak when the pencils are stuck in it? 

Would we have the same results if we used a sharpened barbecue skewer? Why or why not? 

Investigate, Create, & Take:  Investigators can take with them: 

 An extra set of bags and pencils to recreate for others 

Sources:  

The Leak-Proof Bag – Science Trick, Steve Spangler Science: 
http://www.stevespanglerscience.com/lab/experiments/leak-proof-bag/ 

Plastics and Polymers, Plastics have changed the world, 
http://www.nobelprize.org/educational/chemistry/plastics/readmore.html 

Polymer Science Learning Center, The University of Southern Mississippi, Department of 
Polymer Science, http://pslc.ws/macrog/kidsmac/basics.htm 

Additional Links:  

Leak-Proof Bag - Cool Science Experiment, by Spangler Science TV: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LXRMVbPaZXw 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Developed and Reviewed By:  
 
Tiffany Sanders Riehm, Gallia County 4-H Program Assistant, Ohio State University Extension 4-H Youth 
Development, riehm.11@osu.edu 
 
Reviewed by: Tracy Winters, Gallia County 4-H Extension Educator, Extension County Director, Ohio State 
University Extension 4-H Youth Development and Michelle Stumbo, Meigs County 4-H Extension Educator, 
Extension County Director, Ohio State University 4-H Youth Development 
 
Adapted from Jeanie Rowbotham, 4-H Science, Johnson County 4-H Agent, Arkansas Extension 
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Cloverbud Investigators: STEM for Every Season 

Background: Boom, Bang, BOOM…we all like to watch things go up in smoke, blow apart, or 
just bubble up uncontrollably! To make these things happen we need to have a chemical or 
physical reaction occur. In this activity, we will be creating a chemical reaction with hydrogen 
peroxide. You may know hydrogen peroxide as the stuff your mom or dad uses to clean your 
cuts or scrapped knees that bubble up when they pour it on a wound. Why do you think it starts 
to bubble when it comes in contact with your cut but not your skin? To answer that question we 
need learn a little bit of chemistry. Hydrogen peroxide has the chemical makeup of H2O2, two 
hydrogen atoms and two oxygen atoms.  It is used as a mild antiseptic to clean out cuts and 
abrasions. In the bottle, hydrogen peroxide looks a lot like water and its chemical makeup is also 
very close to water (H2O) but with and extra oxygen atom. When you pour the hydrogen 
peroxide on a cut it comes in contact with an enzyme called a catalase, which is found in most of 
our cell tissue and blood but not on our skin. This catalase breaks down the hydrogen peroxide, 
H2O2 into water H2O and oxygen O2.  The release of the extra oxygen molecule is what causes the 
bubbles to form. This bubbling helps to clean the cut or scrape of blood, infection, or dirt.  

Science Behind Erupting Jack-O-Lantern: 

In this investigation, we are going to explore the chemical reaction as we combine dish soap, 
yeast, food coloring and water with the hydrogen peroxide. The chemical reaction that takes 
place will result in an eruption of foam. Watch out-this will get messy! For our experiment we 
will combine all of our ingredients in a Jack-o-lantern! The foamy concoction that erupts from 
the pumpkin is actually soap bubbles filled with oxygen gas.  

The secret ingredient that makes this investigation fun is actually the yeast which acts as a 
catalyst (something that speeds up a reaction) in this case the decomposition of hydrogen 
peroxide. When hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) decomposes, it breaks down to form water (H2O) and 
oxygen (O2). As the reaction takes place, we will see steam coming from the bubbling foam. 
This shows evidence that the reaction is exothermic. An exothermic reaction is a chemical 
reaction that releases energy in the form of light or heat. Expressed in a chemical equation: 
reactants → products + energy 
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October’s Mystery: Can we make our Jack-O-Lantern pumpkin erupt using yeast and hydrogen 
peroxide?  

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
What to Do: 
Step 1: Carve a pumpkin or use a pre carved pumpkin. 

Step 2: Pour 1 cup of 6% H2O2, 1 Tablespoon of liquid dish soap, and eight drops of food 
coloring into a soda bottle. Swirl the ingredients around to mix them up.  Then place the soda 
bottle inside the pumpkin. 

Step 3: In a separate bowl, mix together a small packet of dry yeast and 3 tablespoons of warm 
water. 

Step 4: Pour the mixture into the soda bottle in the pumpkin. Place the top back on the Jack-O’-
Lantern and stand back. 

Step 5: Foam will explode out of the Jack-O’-Lantern. The yeast will quickly remove the oxygen 
from the peroxide, creating lots of bubbles filled with oxygen. 

Caution! This experiment is messy and should be done outside or set the pumpkin in a 
large tray. 

Experiment Additions: Does the amount of yeast used make a difference? 

What happens if you do not mix the yeast with water before adding it? 

 

 

 

 

Supplies: 
• Pumpkin 
• 6% Hydrogen Peroxide (H2O2) 
• Liquid Dish Soap 
• Food Coloring 
• Soda Bottle 
• Dry Yeast (small packet) 
• Warm Water 
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Go Over Findings: 

What ingredient was the catalyst in our experiment causing our eruption? 

What are some other uses for hydrogen peroxide? 

What happened when we added more yeast to the experiment? 

Investigate, Create, & Take:  Investigators can take with them: 

 Pumpkins and gourds 

Sources:  

Oozing Pumpkin Elephant’s Toothpaste, Steve Spangler Science. 
http://www.stevespanglerscience.com/lab/experiments/oozing-pumpkin-elephants-toothpaste/ 

WebMD, Hydrogen Peroxide;   http://www.webmd.com/drugs/2/drug-76035/hydrogen-
peroxide/details 

Additional Links:  

Video of the experiment   

Science Bob's Crazy Foam Experiment, Science Bob-
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=hydrogen+peroxide+foaming+experiment&view=detail&mid=E
B2ED23FC7638B907EF8EB2ED23FC7638B907EF8&FORM=VIRE  

 
 
 
 
 
Developed and Reviewed By:  
 
Tiffany Sanders Riehm, Gallia County 4-H Program Assistant, Ohio State University Extension 4-H Youth 
Development, riehm.11@osu.edu 
 
Reviewed by: Tracy Winters, Gallia County 4-H Extension Educator, Extension County Director, Ohio State 
University Extension 4-H Youth Development and Michelle Stumbo, Meigs County 4-H Extension Educator, 
Extension County Director, Ohio State University 4-H Youth Development 
 
Adapted from Jeanie Rowbotham, 4-H Science, Johnson County 4-H Agent, Arkansas Extension 
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Cloverbud Investigators: STEM for Every Season 

Background:  
Spring and summer are always a great time to go play and explore outside! On those extra warm 
days, we seek some relief from the rays of the sun in the shade provided by the trees. Here in 
Ohio, we are lucky to have deciduous trees. Deciduous means that the trees shed their leaves 
each fall and grow new ones each spring. If our weather conditions are good, this process can 
give us a beautiful color show in the fall. Let’s look at the leaves; in the summer you will notice 
that the leaves on the trees have a green color or pigment. The green pigment is called 
chlorophyll, which helps the trees produce their food through a process called photosynthesis. 
Photosynthesis means plants use energy from sunlight to convert water and carbon dioxide into 
sugars which help them grow.  
 
In the fall when the weather in Ohio starts to change and we start having cooler temperatures, the 
trees know they need to take a break from working and go into a kind of a resting period during 
our cold Ohio winter. This is when we notice the color changing in the leaves of our deciduous 
trees. The interesting thing about the leaves changing color is that the yellow and the orange 
colors we see in the fall are already in the leaves, we just cannot see them because the green 
chlorophyll hides them from us. The leaves contain several pigments besides the green colored 
chlorophyll. They also contain pigments called carotenoid which make up the orange colors and 
xanthophyll which make up the yellow colors. So these colors are present in the leaves all year 
even though we cannot see them. 
 
So how do we see these beautiful fall colors? When the trees begin to go into their resting or 
dormant state they begin to seal off the stems of their leaves, kind of like shutting down their 
food factory. When that happens, the water and sugar flow from root to leaf and leaf to root, a 
slowdown which causes the tree to stop producing chlorophyll.  The green coloring of the leaves 
then begins to breakdown and we start to see the vibrant yellows and orange colors shine 
through.   
 
But wait, aren’t we missing a color…what about RED? The red and purple colors come from 
another pigment called anthocyanin. This pigment is a little different because it is not present in 
the leaves all year but is made as the chlorophyll starts to break down and the sugars build up in 
the leaves. The amount of red and purple coloring we see in the fall leaves can be affected by the 
temperature, the amount of rainfall, and even cloud cover.  If we have a number of cool nights 
and warm days for a period of time in the fall, the trees will more than likely produce a sea of red 
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leaves. This is because the warm days cause the leaves to produce large amounts of sugar which 
gets trapped in the leaves, turning them the bright reds and dark purples we see. 
 
As we learned already, tree leaves have orange and yellow even in the summer! 
In this lab we are going to talk about how the pigments in the leaves are masked by the other 
colors and what processes allow these hidden pigments time to shine.  
 
November’s Mystery: How do trees’ leaves change colors?  
 

 

 

 

 
 
Science Behind Fall Leaf Color Change:  
In Ohio, we have trees that shed their leaves each fall. They are called deciduous trees. These 
trees have leaves that appear green in the spring and summer due to a pigment called 
chlorophyll.  The leaves also have two other pigments, called carotenoids (the orange colors) 
and Xanthophyll (the yellow colors,) in them year round, but the chlorophyll is stronger and 
masks the other colors. However, in the fall as the days get shorter and the weather gets cooler, 
the trees begin their dormant period and begin a process of sealing off the leaf stems. When this 
happens less, chlorophyll is produced and the chlorophyll present begins to break down.  It is at 
this point we can see the other colors begin to show through. Also at this point the trees begin to 
produce another pigment called anthocyanin, which is dependent on the sugar levels of the 
leaves. The sugar levels can be based on a number of environmental factors including amounts of 
rainfall, sunshine and temperature. The more trapped sugar in the leaves, the more reds you will 
see.  A good example of this is the leaves of the sugar maple.  The sugar maple is a very high 
sugar producing tree and the primary provider for maple syrup. The leaves of the sugar maple 
often have a blaze of fiery reds and oranges in the fall.     

 
 
 
 
Sugar Maple Tree 

                 Sugar Maple Syrup  
 
 
 

Supplies: 
Green Tree Leaves 
Small Jar and Plastic Wrap 
Hot Water & Shallow Pan 
Rubbing Alcohol 
Paper towels 
Paper Coffee Filter and Tape 
Scissors and a Spoon 
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What to Do: 
Step 1: Collect 2-3 large green leaves from the same tree type. Carefully tear or chop the leaves 
into very small pieces and put them into a small jar. 

Step 2: Add rubbing alcohol, one tablespoon at a time, to the jar. Use just enough liquid to cover 
the leaves. Using a plastic spoon, carefully smash and grind the leaves in the alcohol. SAFETY 
NOTE: rubbing alcohol can be harmful if misused. Avoid contact with skin and eyes. Younger 
children should wear eye protection. 

Step 3: Cover the jar very loosely with a lid or plastic wrap. Place the jar carefully into a shallow 
tray containing 1 inch of hot tap water (warm water bath). 

Step 4: Allow the mixture in the jar to warm up in the water bath for at least a half-hour, longer 
if needed.  Carefully swirl the liquid in the jar gently about every five minutes. Reheat the water 
bath if needed. The alcohol should become a dark color (the darker the color the better).   

Step 5: Cut a long thin strip of coffee filter paper. Remove the jar from the water bath and 
remove the lid or covering. Place the strip of filter paper into the jar so that one end is just 
touching the alcohol solution and secure the other end of the paper with tape to the outside of the 
jar. 

Step 6: The alcohol should travel up the paper, bringing the colors with it. After 30-90 minutes 
the colors will have traveled different distances up the paper as the alcohol evaporates. You 
should be able to see different shades of green, and possibly some yellow, orange or red, 
depending on the type of leaf selected. 

Go Over Findings: 

What kind of trees shed their leaves each year in the fall? (Deciduous)  

Do all trees lose their leaves in the fall? (No)  

Do all trees change color in the fall? (No) 

What are the 4 color pigments of leaves? (Chlorophyll, Carotenoid, Xanthophyll and 
Anthocyanin) 

Which pigment gives us a red color? (Anthocyanin) 

Which pigment gives us a yellow color (Xanthophyll) 

Which pigment gives us an orange color? (Carotenoid) 

Which pigment gives us a green color? (Chlorophyll) 
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What color do we see most of the time when we look at the leaves? 

Investigate, Create, & Take:  Investigators can take with them: 

 Leaf Rubs 
 Leaf scratch offs that change colors 

Sources:  

Why leaves change color by USDA Forest Service, Northeastern Area: 
http://na.fs.fed.us/fhp/pubs/leaves/leaves.shtm 

 

Additional Links:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s7qTx2l7bvo 

Find Out Why Leaves Change Color Activity-by Mike Calhoun and Michael Calhoun, Updated on Sep 18, 
2014; http://www.education.com/activity/article/Leaves_Change_fifth/ 
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Cloverbud Investigators: STEM for Every Season 

Background:  

The holiday season is upon us and we are busy with the holiday hustle and bustle. We must find 
the right gift, visit family and friends, sing carols, make sweets with hot chocolate and decorate 
the house and tree! Picking out the perfect tree is a true highlight of the holidays, as well as 
helping decorate it.  The way we decorate our Christmas trees has changed quite a bit over the 
years. There are many legends about how the Christmas tree came to be. One legend credits a 
man named Martin Luther back in the 16th century with starting the traditions when he decorated 
a small tree with candles. He wanted to replicate how the stars twinkled in the sky for his 
children. In the 17th and 18th centuries there are accounts from Austria & Germany of people 
using the tops of evergreens, hanging them upside down in the corners of their living rooms and 
then decorating them with apples, nuts and strips of red paper. In America, the first record of 
Christmas decorations was in the German Church settlement of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania in 
1747. The people there built a wooden pyramid, covered it with branches of evergreens and 
decorated it with lit candles. It was not until the American Revolutionary War that the United 
States was first introduced to the new custom of a Christmas tree, brought to America by 
German Hessian Troops.  

Early Christmas tree decorations were homemade decorations, often made by young ladies. 
Decorations were crafts such as: quilled snowflakes, stars, little pouches for secret gifts and 
paper baskets for sugared almonds. Around 1880 the first glass ornaments were created and in 
1882 the first patents for electric lights was filed.  In 1892, metal hooks were developed to safely 
hang decorations onto the trees. Fast forward to today and we have battery operated lights, LED 
lights, lights that blink to music, solar lights and so much more!  

Today we are going to be exploring battery operated Christmas lights. But first we need a little 
knowledge about how batteries work. Let’s watch a short video to help us understand how a 
battery works.   

Overview from the video: Let’s review, a battery has a negative (-) and a positive (+) end.  
Inside the battery are three things that make it work, the anode (negative charge), the cathode 
(positive charge), and the electrolyte. The battery also has elements like zinc, graphite, and 
ammonium chloride. These elements work together by causing a chemical reaction inside the 
battery. The anode (negative charge) starts to have extra electrons, which makes an imbalance in 
the battery. The electrons want to move or rearrange to place the extra electrons in the cathode 
(positive charge) but they can’t just travel through the battery itself, they need help! To travel, 
the electrons need a conductor to flow through. To achieve this, we need a circuit. A circuit is a 
closed path through which electric current can flow. We can have two types of circuits, an open 
circuit or a closed circuit.  With a closed circuit, we can turn something on. A closed circuit 
allows electricity to flow in a complete circle with electrons traveling through our conductor 
through our lightbulb and back into the other side of the battery.  If we have an open circuit, we 
can stop the flow of electric and which turns off the light.                                                             
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In our experiment today we will have a battery, wires, and something to turn on. In this case, our 
light.  With these items, we can build a closed circuit, which makes electrons in the battery 
happy and balanced again. As the electrons travel from the anode through the wires/conductor, 
they will pass energy to the light, making it light up. The electrons then continue to travel to the 
cathode, restoring balance to the battery.  

Now that you know how a battery works, we need to build a closed circuit to make our lights 
glow. 

 

December’s Mystery: Can a battery and a couple of wires make a light bulb shine?  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Science Behind Lights & Electricity: 
An electric circuit is a circular movement of electrons that flows consistently until the loop is 
broken. Description of the flow of electricity: Electricity flows from the negative end of the 
battery through the wire to the electricity receiver, light bulb, through the wire to the positive end 
of the battery. 
Closed Circuit: a complete circuit the electricity flows. 
Open Circuit: an incomplete circuit the electricity will not flow. 
 
What to Do: 
Step 1: Carefully insert light bulb into the light bulb socket holder.  

Step 2: The red coated copper wire from the battery holder should be connected to the positive 
side of the battery holder. While the black coated copper wire from the socket holder should be 
connected to the negative side of the battery holder.  

Step 3: With help, slip the protective cover off the alligator clips. 

Step 4: Feed the red protective cover with the small end first on the red wire. Do the same with 
the black protector. 

 

Supplies: 
• Alligator Clip 
• AA Battery 
• Light Bulb 
• AA battery Holder 
• Light Bulb Socket Holder 
Safety: 
*Always have an adult present 
*Never mix water & electricity 
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Step 5: Carefully connect each of the wires to the alligator clips, 
one wire per clip. Slip the protective cover back over the clip, 
this will also help hold the wire in place. 

Step 6: Insert one AA+ battery into the battery holder, positive side toward the red coated copper 
wire. 

Step 7: Clip one alligator clip on each side of you light socket holder. This 
should complete your circuit and power on your light bulb. You can even take 
it a little farther by connecting together more lights and batteries.  

 

Go Over Findings:  

What happened when we completed our circuit? 

What happened with our circuit was open? 

Which end do the electrons flow from?  

What else do you think we could power with our battery? 

 

Investigate, Create, & Take:  Investigators can take with them: 

 An Ornament 
 Their own complete circuit Christmas card   

 

Sources:  

Marshall Brain, William Harris & Robert Lamb "How Electricity Works" 28 May 2004. 
HowStuffWorks.com. <http://science.howstuffworks.com/electricity.htm> 20 January 2016 
 
Mocomi & Anibrain Digital Technologies Pvt. Ltd. “How Do Batteries Work?” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KkRwuM4S8BQ 
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Additional Links: 

The Noeltunes, The Christmas Channel, “Christmas Songs For Children” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z8vhMH2Irn0&index=1&list=PLRh9rItV4xltL4Y7eAKYQ
3nGbjo2CWdZt 

 
AHA!Videos,“History of the Christmas Tree”, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yoJ_ubhVboI 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Developed and Reviewed By:  
 
Tiffany Sanders Riehm, Gallia County 4-H Program Assistant, Ohio State University Extension 4-H Youth 
Development, riehm.11@osu.edu 
 
Reviewed by: Tracy Winters, Gallia County 4-H Extension Educator, Extension County Director, Ohio State 
University Extension 4-H Youth Development and Michelle Stumbo, Meigs County 4-H Extension Educator, 
Extension County Director, Ohio State University 4-H Youth Development 
 
Adapted from Jeanie Rowbotham, 4-H Science, Johnson County 4-H Agent, Arkansas Extension 
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Cloverbud Investigators: STEM for Every Season Survey 

 

 

Thank you for joining us for our 2016 4-H Cloverbud Investigators Programs (including Cloverbud Day 
Camp). We are applying for a grant to continue this program in 2017 and would love to have your 

feedback on the lessons and suggestions for improvement.  

 Please return this survey by mail, email, fax, or drop it off at our office.   

 

Please circle the grade your child was enrolled in for 2015/16 school year K 1st 2nd 

How did you hear about the program? (Please circle) 
   
School  Facebook  Friend  4-H Advisor Other__________________ 
 

How many lessons have you been able to attend (Including Day Camp)?  1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 
          9-10 11-12 

Are Saturdays at 10am a good time to have these lessons?   Yes    No    Preferred Day and Time?_______ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Do you feel your child benefited from the lessons? Yes No 

Have you or your child used this information in another setting, such as a club meeting? Yes No 

Would you recommend this program to friends?  Yes No 

Do you have topics in mind that you or your child would like to investigate in the future? 
__________________________ 

 

Like us on Facebook, search for OSU Extension Gallia County. 
Visit our website at:  www.gallia.osu.edu 
 
For More Information Contact Us: Gallia County Extension Office 111 Jackson Pike, Suite 1572 
Gallipolis, Ohio 45631 
Phone: 740-446-7007 Fax: 740-441-2038 Email: winters.5@osu.edu or riehm.11@osu.edu 
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March 5th 

St. Patty’s Growing Animals   

Wear a club or  

clover shirt 

In this lab, members will be learning about life  

science.  We will be exploring both animals and 

plant life and what we all need to survive. We will 

even have a guest speaker, Erica Preston from   

Gallia Soil and Water,  come and talk about trees!  
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CFAES provides research and related educational programs to 
clientele on a nondiscriminatory basis. For more information: 

go.osu.edu/cfaesdiversity. 

Last Updated by T. Riehm, 2/2016 

 Cloverbuds will have a chance to come and 
learn at monthly fun filled science labs!   
Members will be able to explore science 

based activities with a seasonal twist. This 
month we will be meeting at the Extension 

Office and lab will start at 10am. Call or email 
Tiffany to reserve your spot at 740-446-7007 

or riehm.11@osu.edu.  

gallia.osu.edu 

February 13th 

Be My Valentine Scribble bot  

Last month, we learned about 

Valentine’s Day and more im-

portantly about The Engineering 

Design Process. Members were 

to design and construct a robot to 

help them color their Valentine’s 

Cards. 
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March 5th 

St. Patty’s Growing  Animals   

Wear a club or clover shirt 

In this lab, members 

learned about life  science.  

They were able to explore 

both animals and plant life 

and what we all need to 

survive. We even have a 

guest speaker, Erica Pres-

ton from Gallia Soil and 

Water,  came and talk 

about trees!  
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CFAES provides research and related educational programs to 
clientele on a nondiscriminatory basis. For more information: 

go.osu.edu/cfaesdiversity. 

Last Updated by T. Riehm, 3/2016 

 Cloverbuds will have a chance to come and 
learn at monthly fun filled science labs!   
Members will be able to explore science 

based activities with a seasonal twist. This 
month we will be meeting at the Extension 

Office and lab will start at 10am. Call or email 
Tiffany to reserve your spot at 740-446-7007 

or riehm.11@osu.edu.  

gallia.osu.edu 

         April 2nd 

   Everything Rainbow 

 Wear your Favorite Rain Boots 

April showers brings May Flowers!! April is a great time to 

see rainbows. In this lab, we will be learning 

about rainbows, how we see them, why the 

colors are lined the way they are, and much 

more! 
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         April 2nd  

Everything  

Rainbow 

April showers brings 

May Flowers!! April is 

a great time to see 

rainbows. In this lab, 

we learned about rain-

bows, how we see 

them, why the colors 

are lined the way they 

are, and much more! 
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 Cloverbuds will have a chance to come and 
learn at monthly fun filled science labs!   
Members will be able to explore science 

based activities with a seasonal twist. This 
month we will be meeting at the Extension 

Office and lab will start at 10am. Call or email 
Tiffany to reserve your spot at 740-446-7007 

or riehm.11@osu.edu.  

gallia.osu.edu 

  May 7th  Balloon Greenhouse   

Bring in a  canned food item 

In the fall and winter we have shorter days and long nights so the ground is too 

cold for most plants to grow. So how do we get fruits and vegetables in the winter 

time? Some producers or farmers use a greenhouse to grow plants inside during 

the colder months.        
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         May 7th  
Balloon Greenhouse   

In the fall and winter we 

have shorter days and 

long nights so the 

ground is too cold for 

most plants to grow. So 

how do we get fruits and 

vegetables in the winter 

time? Some producers 

or farmers use a green-

house to grow plants 

inside during the colder 

months.  Cloverbuds 

learned all about green-

houses and even made 

their own greenhouse 

with a  balloon!       
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  We welcome you to this year’s camp  

“The Cloverbud Mystery INVESTIGATION               

Adventure!!” 

     Kindergarten, 1
st
, & 2

nd
 grade 4-H Cloverbud Day 

Camp 

Kyger Creek Club House  

June 2
nd

 9am-3pm 

June 2nd 
Bleaching out the Color    

This month’s Investigation will be held during 
Cloverbud Day Camp!!                                   

Registration DUE MAY 26th! 

Cost is $15 
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“The Cloverbud Mystery INVESTIGATION  Adventure!!” 

4-H Cloverbud Day Camp 

Kyger Creek Club House  
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July 2nd 

Geyser Soda Car 

Cloverbuds will get to 
learn about geysers 
that occur in nature 

as well as making one 
in the lab in the shape 

of a race car! 

Cloverbuds will have a chance to come and learn at 
monthly fun filled science labs!   Members will be 

able to explore science based activities with a     
seasonal twist. This month we will be meeting at 

the Extension Office and lab will start at 10am. Call 
or email Tiffany to reserve your spot at                  
740-446-7007 or riehm.11@osu.edu.  
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July 2nd 

Geyser Soda Car 

Cloverbuds learned 
about geysers that oc-
cur in nature as well as 
making one in the lab 
in the shape of a race 

car! They loved to 
watch them race 

across the parking lot 
as pop sprayed all 

over! 
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August 13th 

Non-Newtonian  Flubber  

Wear old clothes or  bring a 

change of clothes  

Non-Newtonian…What? We 

know that there are 3 states of 

matter liquid, solid and gas, but 

did you know that there are 

substances that can be both a 

liquid and a solid at the same 

time?  

Cloverbuds will have a chance to come and learn at 
monthly fun filled science labs!   Members will be 

able to explore science based activities with a     
seasonal twist. This month we will be meeting at 

the Extension Office and lab will start at 10am. Call 
or email Tiffany to reserve your spot at                  
740-446-7007 or riehm.11@osu.edu.  
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August 13th 

Non-Newtonian    

Flubber  

Non-Newtonian…What? 

We know that there are 3 

states of matter liquid, sol-

id and gas, but did you 

know that there are sub-

stances that can be both a 

liquid and a solid at the 

same time?  We made 

Flubber  that was both a 

liquid and a solid!! How 

you ask? When pressure is 

applied this liquid turned 

to a solid! 
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September 3rd 

Leak Proof Bag  

Bring a zip lock baggie 

How do we use plastic in our everyday lives? We 

use plastic baggies almost daily to store foods, 

snacks, office supplies, and much more. It even holds liquids. Ever wonder what that 

small thin plastic bag is made of and how it is so strong?  

Cloverbuds will have a chance to come and learn at 
monthly fun filled science labs!   Members will be 

able to explore science based activities with a     
seasonal twist. This month we will be meeting at 

the Extension Office and lab will start at 10am. Call 
or email Tiffany to reserve your spot at                  
740-446-7007 or riehm.11@osu.edu.  
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September 3rd 

Leak Proof Bag  
 We learned about polymers 

and plastics! We had a good 

fun and a wet time!! How do 

we use plastic in our everyday 

lives? We use plastic baggies 

almost daily to store foods, 

snacks, office supplies, and 

much more. It even holds in 

liquids. Ever wonder what that 

small thin plastic bag is made 

of and why it is so strong?  
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October 1st  
Erupting Jack-O-Lantern 

Bring a zip lock  baggie & Wear old clothss  

In this investigation, we are going to explore the 

chemical reaction as we combine dish soap, yeast, food coloring and   

water with hydrogen peroxide.  

Cloverbuds will have a chance to come and learn at 
monthly fun filled science labs!   Members will be 

able to explore science based activities with a     
seasonal twist. This month we will be meeting at 

the Extension Office and lab will start at 10am. Call 
or email Tiffany to reserve your spot at                  
740-446-7007 or riehm.11@osu.edu.  
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            Cloverbud Investigators 
    “Fun Day” 

 

*Parents Christmas Day Out* 
Still have holiday shopping that to do? Need a 

lunch date without the kids?  
The Cloverbud Investigators are hosting a  

“Fun Day” for kids! 
 

**Make Your Own Pizza, Cookie Decorating, Fun Winter 
Activities, & watch a Christmas Movie** 

Kids can wear their Pajamas, bring a sleeping bag, or pillow 
 

Who: 4-H Cloverbud Members Ages 5-8  
 

When: December 10, 2016 10:00am-2:30pm 
 

Where: Held at Gallia County Extension Office Backroom 
C. H. McKenzie Agriculture Center 

 
Cost: Donation-All money will go to fund the Cloverbud Investigators 

programing in 2017  
   

Lunch will be provided 
Reservations Required,  
Space limited to 25 Kids 

 
*Please RSVP by December 8th 

to the Extension Office (740) 446-7007 
Contact person: Tiffany Sanders Riehm 
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